


KJV Bible Word Studies for TARGET



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

target 3591 ## kiydown {kee-dohn'}; from the same as 3589; properly, something to strike with, i.e . a dart 
(perhaps smaller that 2595): -- lance, shield, spear, {target}. 

target 6793 ## tsinnah {tsin-naw'}; feminine of 6791; a hook (as pointed); also a (large) shield (as if 
guarding by prickliness); also cold (as piercing): -- buckler, cold, hook, shield, {target}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

target 03591 ## kiydown {kee-dohn'} ; from the same as 03589 ; properly , something to strike with , i . e . a 
dart (perhaps smaller that 02595) : -- lance , shield , spear , {target} . 

target 06793 ## tsinnah {tsin-naw'} ; feminine of 06791 ; a hook (as pointed) ; also a (large) shield (as if 
guarding by prickliness) ; also cold (as piercing) : -- buckler , cold , hook , shield , {target} . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

target 3591 -- kiydown -- lance, shield, spear, {target}.

target 6793 -- tsinnah -- buckler, cold, hook, shield, {target}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- target , 3591 , 6793 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

target , 1SA_17_06 ,

target , 1KI_10_16,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

target 1Ki_10_16 # And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of 
gold went to one target.

target 1Sa_17_06 # And [he had] greaves of brass upon his legs, and a target of brass between his shoulders.

target 2Ch_09_15 # And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of 
beaten gold went to one target.

targets 1Ki_10_16 # And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of
gold went to one target.

targets 2Ch_09_15 # And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] 
of beaten gold went to one target.

targets 2Ch_14_08 # And Asa had an army [of men] that bare targets and spears, out of Judah three 
hundred thousand; and out of Benjamin, that bare shields and drew bows, two hundred and fourscore 
thousand: all these [were] mighty men of valour.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

target of brass 1Sa_17_06 # And [he had] greaves of brass upon his legs, and a target of brass between his 
shoulders.

target 1Ki_10_16 # And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of 
gold went to one target.

target 2Ch_09_15 # And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of 
beaten gold went to one target.

targets and spears 2Ch_14_08 # And Asa had an army [of men] that bare targets and spears, out of Judah 
three hundred thousand; and out of Benjamin, that bare shields and drew bows, two hundred and 
fourscore thousand: all these [were] mighty men of valour.

targets of beaten 1Ki_10_16 # And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred 
[shekels] of gold went to one target.

targets of beaten 2Ch_09_15 # And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred 
[shekels] of beaten gold went to one target.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

target ^ 1Ki_10_16 / target /^ 

target ^ 2Ch_09_15 / target /^ 

target ^ 1Sa_17_06 / target /^of brass between his shoulders. 

targets ^ 2Ch_14_08 / targets /^and spears, out of Judah three hundred thousand; and out of Benjamin, 
that bare shields and drew bows, two hundred and fourscore thousand: all these [were] mighty men of 
valour. 

targets ^ 2Ch_09_15 / targets /^of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of beaten gold went to one target. 

targets ^ 1Ki_10_16 / targets /^of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of gold went to one target. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

target 1Ki_10_16 And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of 
gold went to one {target}. 

target 1Sa_17_06 And [he had] greaves of brass upon his legs, and a {target} of brass between his 
shoulders. 

target 2Ch_09_15 And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of 
beaten gold went to one {target}. 

targets 1Ki_10_16 And king Solomon made two hundred {targets} [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of
gold went to one target. 

targets 2Ch_09_15 And king Solomon made two hundred {targets} [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] 
of beaten gold went to one target. 

targets 2Ch_14_08 And Asa had an army [of men] that bare {targets} and spears, out of Judah three 
hundred thousand; and out of Benjamin, that bare shields and drew bows, two hundred and fourscore 
thousand: all these [were] mighty men of valour. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

target 1Ki_10_16 And king (04428 +melek ) Solomon (08010 +Sh@lomoh ) made (06213 +(asah ) two hundred (03967 +me)ah ) targets (06793 +tsinnah ) [ of ] beaten (07820 +shachat ) gold (02091 +zahab ):six (08337 
+shesh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) [ shekels ] of gold (02091 +zahab ) went (05927 +(alah ) to one (00259 +)echad ) {target} (06793 +tsinnah ) . 

target 1Sa_17_06 And [ he had ] greaves (04697 +mitschah ) of brass (05178 +n@chosheth ) upon his legs (07272 +regel ) , and a {target} (03591 +kiydown ) of brass (05178 +n@chosheth ) between (00996 +beyn ) his 
shoulders (03802 +katheph ) . 

target 2Ch_09_15 And king (04428 +melek ) Solomon (08010 +Sh@lomoh ) made (06213 +(asah ) two hundred (03967 +me)ah ) targets (06793 +tsinnah ) [ of ] beaten (07820 +shachat ) gold (02091 +zahab ):six (08337 
+shesh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) [ shekels ] of beaten (07820 +shachat ) gold (02091 +zahab ) went (05927 +(alah ) to one (00259 +)echad ) {target} (06793 +tsinnah ) . 

targets 1Ki_10_16 And king (04428 +melek ) Solomon (08010 +Sh@lomoh ) made (06213 +(asah ) two hundred (03967 +me)ah ) {targets} (06793 +tsinnah ) [ of ] beaten (07820 +shachat ) gold (02091 +zahab ):six (08337 
+shesh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) [ shekels ] of gold (02091 +zahab ) went (05927 +(alah ) to one (00259 +)echad ) target (06793 +tsinnah ) . 

targets 2Ch_09_15 And king (04428 +melek ) Solomon (08010 +Sh@lomoh ) made (06213 +(asah ) two hundred (03967 +me)ah ) {targets} (06793 +tsinnah ) [ of ] beaten (07820 +shachat ) gold (02091 +zahab ):six (08337 
+shesh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) [ shekels ] of beaten (07820 +shachat ) gold (02091 +zahab ) went (05927 +(alah ) to one (00259 +)echad ) target (06793 +tsinnah ) . 

targets 2Ch_14_08 And Asa (00609 +)Aca) ) had (01961 +hayah ) an army (02428 +chayil ) [ of men ] that bare (05375 +nasa) ) {targets} (06793 +tsinnah ) and spears (07420 +romach ) , out of Judah (03063 +Y@huwdah ) 
three (07969 +shalowsh ) hundred (03967 +me)ah ) thousand (00505 +)eleph ) ; and out of Benjamin (01144 +Binyamiyn ) , that bare (05375 +nasa) ) shields (04043 +magen ) and drew (01869 +darak ) bows (07198 
+qesheth ) , two hundred (03967 +me)ah ) and fourscore (08084 +sh@moniym ) thousand (00505 +)eleph ):all (03605 +kol ) these (00428 +)el - leh ) [ were ] mighty (01368 +gibbowr ) men of valour (02428 +chayil ) . 
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target , 1KI , 10:16 target , 1SA , 17:6 target , 2CH , 9:15 targets , 1KI , 10:16 targets , 2CH , 9:15 , 2CH , 14:8 
target Interlinear Index Study target 1SA 017 006 And [ he had ] greaves <04697 +mitschah > of brass <05178 
+n@chosheth > upon his legs <07272 +regel > , and a {target} <03591 +kiydown > of brass <05178 
+n@chosheth > between <00996 +beyn > his shoulders <03802 +katheph > . target 1KI 010 016 And king 
<04428 +melek > Solomon <08010 +Sh@lomoh > made <06213 + two hundred <03967 +me>ah > targets 
<06793 +tsinnah > [ of ] beaten <07820 +shachat > gold <02091 +zahab > : six <08337 +shesh > hundred <03967
+me>ah > [ shekels ] of gold <02091 +zahab > went <05927 + to one <00259 +>echad > {target} <06793 
+tsinnah > . target 2CH 009 015 And king <04428 +melek > Solomon <08010 +Sh@lomoh > made <06213 + two
hundred <03967 +me>ah > targets <06793 +tsinnah > [ of ] beaten <07820 +shachat > gold <02091 +zahab > : 
six <08337 +shesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > [ shekels ] of beaten <07820 +shachat > gold <02091 +zahab > 
went <05927 + to one <00259 +>echad > {target} <06793 +tsinnah > . - target , 3591 , 6793 , target -3591 lance , 
shield , spear , {target} , target -6793 buckler , bucklers , cold , hooks , shield , shields , {target} , targets , targets -
6793 buckler , bucklers , cold , hooks , shield , shields , target , {targets} , target 3591 -- kiydown -- lance, shield, 
spear, {target}. target 6793 -- tsinnah -- buckler, cold, hook, shield, {target}. target 3591 ## kiydown {kee-dohn'};
from the same as 3589; properly, something to strike with, i.e . a dart (perhaps smaller that 2595): -- lance, shield, 
spear, {target}. [ql target 6793 ## tsinnah {tsin-naw'}; feminine of 6791; a hook (as pointed); also a (large) shield 
(as if guarding by prickliness); also cold (as piercing): -- buckler, cold, hook, shield, {target}.[ql target 017 006 
ISa /^{target /of brass between his shoulders . targets 014 008 IICh /^{targets /and spears , out of Judah three 
hundred thousand ; and out of Benjamin , that bare shields and drew bows , two hundred and fourscore thousand : 
all these were mighty men of valour . targets 009 015 IICh /^{targets /of beaten gold : six hundred shekels of 
beaten gold went to one target . targets 010 016 IKi /^{targets /of beaten gold : six hundred shekels of gold went to
one target . target <1SA17 -6> And [he had] greaves of brass upon his legs, and a {target} of brass between his 
shoulders. target <1KI10 -16> And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred 
[shekels] of gold went to one {target}. target <2CH9 -15> And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] 
beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of beaten gold went to one {target}. 



target , 1KI , 10:16 target , 1SA , 17:6 target , 2CH , 9:15 targets , 1KI , 10:16 targets , 2CH , 9:15 , 2CH , 14:8









target -3591 lance , shield , spear , {target} , target -6793 buckler , bucklers , cold , hooks , shield , shields , 
{target} , targets , targets -6793 buckler , bucklers , cold , hooks , shield , shields , target , {targets} ,



target 3591 -- kiydown -- lance, shield, spear, {target}. target 6793 -- tsinnah -- buckler, cold, hook, shield, 
{target}.







target 3591 ## kiydown {kee-dohn'}; from the same as 3589; properly, something to strike with, i.e . a dart 
(perhaps smaller that 2595): -- lance, shield, spear, {target}. [ql target 6793 ## tsinnah {tsin-naw'}; feminine of 
6791; a hook (as pointed); also a (large) shield (as if guarding by prickliness); also cold (as piercing): -- buckler, 
cold, hook, shield, {target}.[ql
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target Interlinear Index Study target 1SA 017 006 And [ he had ] greaves <04697 +mitschah > of brass <05178 
+n@chosheth > upon his legs <07272 +regel > , and a {target} <03591 +kiydown > of brass <05178 
+n@chosheth > between <00996 +beyn > his shoulders <03802 +katheph > . target 1KI 010 016 And king 
<04428 +melek > Solomon <08010 +Sh@lomoh > made <06213 + two hundred <03967 +me>ah > targets 
<06793 +tsinnah > [ of ] beaten <07820 +shachat > gold <02091 +zahab > : six <08337 +shesh > hundred <03967
+me>ah > [ shekels ] of gold <02091 +zahab > went <05927 + to one <00259 +>echad > {target} <06793 
+tsinnah > . target 2CH 009 015 And king <04428 +melek > Solomon <08010 +Sh@lomoh > made <06213 + two
hundred <03967 +me>ah > targets <06793 +tsinnah > [ of ] beaten <07820 +shachat > gold <02091 +zahab > : 
six <08337 +shesh > hundred <03967 +me>ah > [ shekels ] of beaten <07820 +shachat > gold <02091 +zahab > 
went <05927 + to one <00259 +>echad > {target} <06793 +tsinnah > .





target 017 006 ISa /^{target /of brass between his shoulders . targets 014 008 IICh /^{targets /and spears , out of 
Judah three hundred thousand ; and out of Benjamin , that bare shields and drew bows , two hundred and 
fourscore thousand : all these were mighty men of valour . targets 009 015 IICh /^{targets /of beaten gold : six 
hundred shekels of beaten gold went to one target . targets 010 016 IKi /^{targets /of beaten gold : six hundred 
shekels of gold went to one target .





- target , 3591 , 6793 , 



target <1SA17 -6> And [he had] greaves of brass upon his legs, and a {target} of brass between his shoulders. 
target <1KI10 -16> And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six hundred [shekels] of gold 
went to one {target}. target <2CH9 -15> And king Solomon made two hundred targets [of] beaten gold: six 
hundred [shekels] of beaten gold went to one {target}.
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